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Dear Friends and Families of District 86 and District 181: 
 
Welcome to the 2017-18 Community Speaker Series! Thank you for your 
interest in joining the conversations we will have this year: 
 

• How we can motivate our children, build their resilience, and 
effectively support them by giving them space to fail—featuring 
Jessica Lahey, author of "The Gift of Failure: How the Best Parents 
Learn to Let Go So Their Children Can Succeed" (November 16 and 17) 

 

• Understanding what's driving today's adolescent anxiety, depression, 
and negative behaviors and what the latest brain development 
research is telling us so that we can learn how to connect with our 
children and how to respond when facing a major mental health 
issue—featuring Dr. Michael Bradley, author of "Crazy Stressed: Saving 
Today's Overwhelmed Teens with Love, Laughter, and the Science of 
Resilience" (February 21 and 22) 

 

• Recognizing the confusion and frustration we experience by certain 
aspects of boy development and learning what is "normal" and which 
behaviors are worrisome—featuring Dr. Michael Thompson, author of 
"Raising Cain: The Emotional Life of Boys" and "It's A Boy: Your Son's 
Development from Birth to Age 18" (May 1 and 2) 

 
On behalf of the elementary and middle schools of District 181 and the high 
schools of District 86, we are proud to partner with The Community House, the 
D181 Foundation, and the event planning team in welcoming these individuals 
to share their research, experience, and practical advice. We are also proud to 
celebrate the fifth year of the Community Speaker Series. Thank you for your 
continued support!  
 
The Community Speaker Series involves two key components. The first is the 
event itself—when we hear from the guest presenters. The second and equally 



 

important component is what happens AFTER the event. What are we doing 
with the great information we hear and learn? You will notice this program 
book includes not only resources from our speakers and ads from local 
organizations, but also blank pages for your notes. Those blank pages are 
included because we want these events to help inform critical conversations 
that continue long after the events. Share what you learn at home around the 
dinner table, and engage your children in the discussion. Talk about these 
messages with friends and neighbors over coffee. Share your questions and 
ideas with school leaders.  
 
As a community, we have the ability to create positive change and ensure each 
and every child feels supported. We have the tools to help them explore their 
potential and discover their passions. We have the responsibility to consider 
their social and emotional needs, along with their academic needs. Together, 
we can continue to build a strong, healthy environment that challenges, 
inspires, and empowers. We appreciate your partnership in making this vision a 
reality for our community! 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
                    

   
  

Dr. Don White 
Superintendent 
Community Consolidated 
School District 181 

Dr. Bruce Law 
Superintendent 
Hinsdale Township 
High School District 86 
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Dr. Michael Bradley 
 

 
Dr. Michael J. Bradley is a licensed clinical 
psychologist with a doctorate degree in 
psychology from Temple University.  He is a 
member of the American Psychological 
Association (APA) and the Pennsylvania 
Psychological Association (PPA), and is a 
Diplomate and Fellow of the American College of 
Forensic Examiners.  
 

Earlier in his career, he was honored with the William Penn Human Rights 
Award, Commission on Human Relations, for a national demonstration project 
he created and directed which proved that “loser” teenagers with terrible 
deficits such as drugs, truancy, pregnancy, and aggression can be turned 
around with compassionate, respect-based treatment.   
 
In addition to public speaking and continuing his private practice, Dr. Bradley 
serves as a consultant to schools, providing risk assessments and offering 
training in parenting and violence-reduction.  As a crisis intervention manager, 
he is often called upon to address the traumatic impact that events such as 
natural and accidental death, suicide, and murder have upon school 
communities.    
 
Over his 30-year career, the stories of courage and hope Dr. Bradley 
encountered became the basis for his bestselling book, Yes, Your Teen Is Crazy! 
- Loving Your Kid Without Losing Your Mind and its companion, Yes, Your 
Parents Are Crazy! A Teen Survival Guide. These garnered five awards each, 
being recognized by such prestigious parenting groups as Parents’ Choice and 
the National Parenting Center. His third book continues in the tradition of the 
first two by drawing inspirational stories from his case files. The Heart & Soul of 
the Next Generation: Extraordinary Stories of Ordinary Teens, released in the 
fall of 2006, was also awarded the National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval.  
A fourth book, When Things Get Crazy With Your Teen:  The Why, the How, the 
What to do NOW!, was published in 2008. His fifth book, entitled Crazy-
Stressed: Saving Today’s Overwhelmed Teens with Love, Laughter, and the 
Science of Resilience, was just released.   
 
Dr. Bradley’s respect-based philosophy is at the heart of the presentations he 
has given to thousands of parents who are seeking ways to communicate with 
their adolescent children. It’s also something he practices daily as he and his 
wife raise their two children, a 24-year-old son and an 18-year-old daughter. 



 

Dr. Mike Bradley’s 
Ten Commandments of Parenting  
 
I: Thou shalt be as the dispassionate cop unto thine own child 
All kids are nuts to some extent, so don’t take their craziness personally. Like 
the dispassionate cop who politely gives you tickets, stay calm during crises so 
that your kid thinks more about her behavior than your anger.  Show your kid 
love and strength that she can’t tear down even with provocation. 
 
II: Thou shalt listen even as thine own child shouts 
Kids often say too little and shout too much, but the shouting may be another 
form of communication.  Become tough enough to withstand non-abusive 
yelling and wait it out without interrupting and screaming back.  If you can 
hang on, your kid will finally become calmer and say what really has him upset. 
Over time, he’ll learn to speak with more control by watching you speak with 
more control. 
 
III: Thou shalt not shout; speak thou wisely 
You know how crazy and out-of-control your kid looks when she’s screaming?  
You, as the parent, look a lot worse.  Losing emotional control means losing 
respect in the eyes of your child, something you can’t afford.  Speak calmly and 
quietly in short, non-repetitious sentences, or don’t talk until you’ve regained 
control.  Your yelling back is destructive and only creates a costly diversion 
from the real issues.  Screaming at a screaming child is like putting out small 
fires with gasoline. 
 
IV: Thou shalt add 5 minutes to every interaction involving thy child 
Your job is not to control your kid, but to teach your kid how to control herself. 
Locking yourself into rigid schedules whenever difficult kids are involved is 
asking for trouble.  Much of what they do can become complex, maddening 
and schedule-defying.  Provide bumpers or reaction/thinking time for yourself 
so that your responses are more controlled. Always look for ways to hand off 
decision-making power to your child. 
 
V: Thou shalt remain loving and connected…even while being “hated” and 
avoided 
Parenting a child is a loving and conflict-based relationship. It’s your job to 
“ruin” his life at times. In the proper dose, rage-free conflict with parents can 
be very therapeutic for kids. Don’t let the “business” of parenting ruin the 
“personal” of caring. Find ways of lovingly connecting with your kids each day 
especially when times are tough.  
 



 

Dr. Mike Bradley’s 
Ten Commandments of Parenting  
 
VI: Thou shalt not kill (thou mayest entertain thoughts of killing, but…) 
No hitting. Ever. Hitting children to make them behave not only teaches them 
that might makes right, it makes you look weak to them and costs dearly in 
respect currency.  Besides, whacking a child is like whacking a stick of 
dynamite.  It might not explode right away. But when it finally does it will 
demolish everything nearby. Getting physical with a child is playing in their 
stadium—you’re giving them the “home field advantage” of accepting rage as a 
way of solving problems.  Don’t go there. 
 
VII: Thou shalt apologize at every opportunity 
To children, adult apology is strength, not weakness.  It is a marvelous tool for 
teaching humility, self-control, responsibility, compassion, respect, and self-
acceptance. It does all these things like a Trojan horse that disables your kid’s 
built-in lecture deflector.  If you preach at your child, he closes down.  But he’ll 
sit and listen carefully to messages hidden in the robes of your own admissions 
of failure. You’ll never look bigger to your child than when you make yourself 
smaller. 
 
VIII: Thou shalt honor thy child’s identity (even though it maketh you ill) 
Green hair, metallic tongues, and pants with crotches so low that they need 
skid plates are all windows into that wonderful, horrible, laughable, and 
frightening childhood struggle called identity exploration.  She’s just trying to 
figure out who the heck she is.  As a rule of thumb, the less you fight these 
things, the shorter they last.  Pick your battles wisely and save your ammo for 
the life-threatening explorations (like drugs).  Try and remember how weird 
you looked to your parents, and what your weirdness meant to you. 
 
IX: To thine own self be true 
Your kid has enough problems.  The last thing he needs is “cool” parents.  He 
needs you to be an unchangingly corny, unhip, and out-of-date dinosaur who 
holds fast to a strong set of values and ethics in a morally free-falling society.  
Be like the constant beacon of the lighthouse that stands unchanged above the 
dangerous seas of the world to guide your child home to safe waters.  Be a 
parent first, not a friend.  He’s got friends. He needs parents. Hold onto your 
values, calmly but firmly. Tell him that you love him too much to allow things 
that could hurt him. 
 
 
 



 

Dr. Mike Bradley’s 
Ten Commandments of Parenting  
 
X: Know thou, this too shall pass 
In the rough phases, parenting a child feels overwhelming and terrifying.  But 
like raging summer storms, these bad chapters all end and mostly everyone 
survives just fine.  Ironically your kid won’t even remember how scary the 
tough times were.  But you’ll have your paybacks.  In not too many years she’ll 
start to dream of having kids of her own.  Then one day you’ll have to sit her 
down, make her a cup of strong tea and quietly say, “Honey, I don’t want you 
to get upset, but there are a few things you should know now that you’re 
pregnant…” 
 
 

Good luck! 
  



 

The Seven C’s of Resilience Building 
with Teenagers 
 
1. Competence: specific abilities/SKILLS to handle situations effectively. 
 

• must be earned the hard way by getting in the game of life, in winning 
and especially in losing     

• acquired through actual experience  

• helps teens learn to trust their judgments, make responsible choices, 
and face difficult situations  

 
Competence Building Jobs For Parents: 

• Encourage any/all activities, structured or not. Baseball and debate 
teams are great; so are “useless” rock n’ roll bands and gay/straight 
alliances 

• Say lots about what they do well; say little as possible about what they 
do poorly 

• When pointing out a mistake, stay narrow focused: don’t say “you 
always do this”; instead try “if you had to do over again, what would 
you do differently?” 

• Don’t lecture with answers; do force thinking with questions 

• Let them make mistakes; don’t try to excessively protect them: bad 
decisions made well are more strengthening than good decisions made 
poorly 

• Don’t compare them to others (especially to sibs) 
 
2. Confidence: a belief in self that projects Competence into the future 
 

Confidence Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Expect the best:  not of achievements, but personal qualities such as 
fairness, integrity, persistence, and kindness; “I know you’re better 
than that…” 

• Don’t treat them as stupid; do treat as someone who is learning to 
navigate the world. Frame mistakes as wonderful learning 
opportunities 

• Praise them often but honestly about specific achievements (“wins”), 
and even more about good efforts that fail (“losses”) 

• Encourage them to push themselves, don’t push them: say “What do 
you have to lose by trying?” “How will you feel if you don’t try?”  

• Avoid shame:  frame bad decisions as symptoms, not sins 
 
 



 

The Seven C’s of Resilience Building 
 
3. Connections:  THE INVISIBLE LIFELINES that build resilience more than any 
other factor. 
 

Connection Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Promote physical safety and emotional security within the home: 
avoid fear-based parenting (yelling, ridiculing and punishments vs. 
previously agreed upon consequences) 

• Remind them that you are crazy in love with them especially in 
conflict, “love you too much to help you to hurt yourself...” 

• Be like the mafia: take their failures as business errors, not personal 
attacks 

• Allow them to express all emotions as long as not abusive: “I 
understand that you hate me right now. I’m sorry for that, but I love 
you too much to let you…”  

• Model positive conflict resolution: (“I love you even though we 
disagree”) vs negative (avoiding/exploding)  

• Use consequences vs. punishments 
 

4.  Character: What you do when no one’s looking. 
 

Character Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Show how the kid’s behaviors affect other people in good and bad 
ways as ripples in the pond: “you have no idea how happy you made 
grandmom…” 

• Allow them to clarify their own values especially if you disagree: “How  
can you be a Giants fan?” vs. “Tell me what you love about the Giants” 

• model the importance of caring for others and what that does for you 

• Demonstrate the importance of community: emphasize how for better 
and for worse we are all connected, and how character makes that 
connection for the better: “I love helping out your coach. She’s an 
incredible lady to give so much of her time. Look at how she impacts 
upon your teammates…” 

• Help them develop a sense of purpose and meaningfulness of life: 
“What is this all about, for you?” Give them questions, not answers 

• Proactively stand up to hateful prejudice. Be very clear how you see 
that stuff. 

• Show how you think of others’ needs when making decisions: talk out 
loud to yourself in front of your kid:  “I’d love to play golf today, but 
mom could really use a break.”  

• Share own experiences: “I once did a nice thing and no one knew 
about it but me. That felt great. It felt less great the more people found 
out”  (the hero’s dilemma)  



 

The Seven C’s of Resilience Building 
 
5.  Contribution:  changing the world, one pebble at a time 
 

Contribution Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Continually reference the “real world” of people in need vs. our 
“Disney World” 

• Model generosity with your own time and money 

• Show how we really change the world with one pebble at a time: “that 
one person we fed today might disagree with you that small acts are 
pointless” 

• Create opportunities for each child to contribute in some way; don’t 
forget the power of a well-placed bribe (allowance for working in the 
homeless shelter); extrinsic rewards become intrinsic 

 
6.  Coping SKILLS:  the martial arts of resilience 
 

Coping Skills Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Help them with perspective: to distinguish life horrors from 
frustrations (i.e. Social rejection vs. Genocide) 

• Model positive coping strategies: narrate own responses: “this feels 
scary right now, but I know the sun will come up; can’t let my fear 
make my decisions…” 

• Allow some unstructured “wasted” time: fantasy and play are great 
tools to solve problems. Outside-the-box thinking 

• Model the serenity prayer: “grant me the serenity to accept…to 
change…the wisdom...” 

• Model/narrate (vs. preach) the importance of exercise, nutrition, and 
adequate sleep: “I feel so much better when I…” 

 
7. Control: hope in action  
 

Control Building Jobs for Parents: 

• Show how most things happen as a direct result of someone’s actions 
and choices 

• Constantly point out their small successes to remind them that they 
can succeed: kids experience much more failure than success 

• Link autonomy with responsibility… 

• Use consequences versus punishment. Be the calm cop  in conflict 
 
 
Seven “Cs” from Building Resilience in Children and Teens courtesy of The 
American Academy of Pediatrics. 



 

Teen Mental Health Disorders: 
Symptoms and Parent Responses 
 

 
Anxiety and Stress Symptoms 
 

• Feeling nervous or "on edge" 

• Unfounded or unrealistic fears 

• Trouble separating from parents 

• Sleep disturbances (trouble falling/staying asleep) 

• Obsessive thoughts and/or compulsive behaviors 

• Social avoidance/withdrawal 

• Sudden over/undereating with rapid weight loss or gain 

• Unexplained physical symptoms (trembling, sweating, shortness of 
breath, headaches, muscle tension, nausea, diarrhea. stomach pain) 

 

Depression Symptoms 
 

• Apathy/fatigue 

• Complaints of pain, (headaches, stomachaches, low back pain, or fatigue) 

• Difficulty concentrating 

• Difficulty making decisions 

• Excessive or inappropriate guilt 

• Irresponsible behavior (forgetting obligations, being late for classes, 
skipping school) 

• Sudden over/under eating with rapid weight loss or gain 

• Memory loss 

• Preoccupation with death and dying (in speech, music, art) 

• Sudden and constant anger 

• Sadness, anxiety, or a feeling of hopelessness 

• Sudden increased/decreased sleep amounts and pattern shifts (napping, 
insomnia) 

• Sudden drop in grades 

• Chronic use of alcohol or drugs and/or promiscuous sexual activity 

• Withdrawal from friends/activities 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.webmd.com/diet/guide/rapid-weight-loss
https://www.webmd.com/migraines-headaches/default.htm
https://www.webmd.com/back-pain/default.htm
https://www.webmd.com/women/guide/why-so-tired-10-causes-fatigue
https://www.webmd.com/diet/guide/rapid-weight-loss
https://www.webmd.com/brain/memory-loss
https://www.webmd.com/anxiety-panic/default.htm


 

Teen Mental Health Disorders: 
Symptoms and Parent Responses 
 

 
Parental Responses to Possible Anxiety and Depression in Teens: 
 
If you wonder if you need an evaluation, you do! (by a licensed mental health 
professional) especially if those symptoms continue for 7 to 10 days. 
 

Use the 3 question technique to screen for suicide risk:  
 
First, ask permission to ask them a tough question, then ask: 
“Have you recently felt so crummy that you wished that you weren’t alive?” 
 
If they answer “yes,” this is yellow alert. Thank them for their honesty, and ask: 
“Have you thought about ending your life?” 
 
If they answer “yes,” this is orange alert. Thank them again and ask: 
“Have you thought of how you would end your life?”  
 
If they answer “no,” get an evaluation ASAP and stay very close until they are 
seen. 
 
If they answer “yes,” this is red alert. Hug and reassure them, and take control: 
“Thank you so much for telling me. We’ll get you to help immediately.”  
 
Get to a crisis center or E.R. immediately, and stay with them. 
 
Never be afraid to use the “S” word (suicide)- your child is safer when you use 
it! 
 
The information provided in the preceding pages is courtesy of Michael Bradley, 
Ed.D.  Sign up for Dr. Bradley’s newsletter at the registration desk, or at 
www.doctormikebradley.com.   
 

Dr. Bradley is available for phone consultations! 
Details at www.doctormikebradley.com. 

 
To book Dr. Bradley for a speaking engagement, contact Sandy McWilliams – 
253-468-3010 (sandyhsb@gmail.com), or visit his website..  



 

 

The Community Speaker Series 

 
 
 
The Community Speaker Series promotes 
district-wide learning about education, child 
development, wellness, and parenting. It is open 
and free to all members of the K-12 learning 
community.  
 
 
The intention of the series is to encourage 
proactive parenting that supports children’s and 
adolescents’ social and emotional development 
as well as their academic achievement. 
 
 
Through this series, District 86 and District 181 
enlist top experts to inform and inspire our 
community as a means to enrich the school-
family partnership that undergirds the education 
of our students.  

 

 
 
Future Speakers 
 
 

Dr. Michael Thompson 
The Nature of Boys 
 
May 1, 2018, 7:00pm 
May 2, 2018, 9:30am 
Location: Community House 
 
 

 
 

  
  Serving these schools 
  

 HTHS District 86: 
  Hinsdale Central  
  Hinsdale South  
  

 Butler District 53 
  Butler Junior High 
  Brook Forest Elementary 
  

 Cass District 63 
  Cass Junior High 
  Concord Elementary 
  
  CCSD 180 
  Burr Ridge Middle 
  Ann M. Jeans Elementary 
  

 CCSD 181 
  Clarendon Hills Middle 
  Hinsdale Middle 
  Elm Elementary 
  Madison Elementary 
  Monroe Elementary 
  Oak Elementary 
  Prospect Elementary 
  The Lane Elementary 
  Walker Elementary 
  

 Darien District 61 
  Eisenhower Junior High 
  Lace Elementary 
  Mark Delay Elementary 
  
 Gower District 62 
  Gower Middle  
  Gower West Elementary 
  

 Maercker District 60 
  Westview Hills Middle 
  Holmes Primary 
  Maercker Intermediate 

  
  
  



 

 

What Our Teens Are Telling Us 
 

 

 
Hinsdale Township High School District 86 re-administered the 

Comprehensive School Climate Inventory (CSCI) to its students in the 2016-
2017 school year. The CSCI assesses four major areas of school climate: Safety, 
Relationships, Teaching and Learning, and the External Environment.  The 
complete reports can be found on the school website. Here are some of the 
results: 
 

Adults in Their World 
• 71% of students reported overall positive impressions regarding the 

social support they receive from adults in the school.   
 

• 68% of students agreed/strongly agreed with the statement, “There 
are adults in this school that students would trust enough to talk to if 
they had a problem.”   
 
 

• 86% of students said their school tries to get them involved in school 
activities. 
 

• 83% of students agreed/strongly agreed with the statement, “Adults in 
this school have high expectations for students’ success.” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions/Questions:  These survey data indicate that a nurturing, 
motivating, personalized environment exists for the majority of our 
students to learn and grow in.  Our schools are a place of high expectations. 
This can be overwhelming for our students at times.  While some of our 
students see school personnel as resources they can rely on in a time of 
need, are enough of our suffering teens taking the step to reach out to us? 
While we recognize their developmental need to be independent, how can 
we assure all students that it is okay to admit feeling overwhelmed and to 
needing help?  
 



 

 

What Our Teens Are Telling Us 
 

 

Peers in Their World 
The good news is that 73% of the students expressed receiving positive social 
support from their peers with only 4% sharing a negative perception of peer 
support.   
 

63% of students believe that the students in their schools respect diversity in 
their peers (gender, race, culture, etc.) 
 

The concerning news is that when probed about their experiences and 
witnessing of verbal abuse, harassment and exclusion among the student body, 
only 26% had positive impressions of the peer culture in their schools.  
 

49% of students agreed/strongly agreed with the statement, “There are groups 
of students in the school who exclude others and make them feel bad for not 
being a part of the group.” 
 

14% of students feel a sense of not belonging in their school.  
 

Students had positive views of social media with only 16% of students 
disagreed/strongly disagreed that “Most students use social media in ways to 
support one another” and more than 70% agreed/strongly agreed that 
“Students can use social media without being harassed by another student.” 
 

School personnel had similar ratings, while parents had more positive 
perceptions of social-emotional security in the schools. 
 
SOCIAL SUPPORT: SENSE OF SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL SECURITY  
RATING PATTERNS 

PARTICIPANT NEGATIVE NEUTRAL POSITIVE 

Students 15% 61% 24% 

Parents 10% 49% 42% 

Personnel 14% 61% 25% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions/Questions:  The teen world is still a place where it is 
challenging for all individuals to feel emotionally safe and cared for by their 
peer group. We need to keep addressing this issue in our schools and 
homes by having open discussions about what is occurring and how our 
young people can be empowered to advocate for the best emotional 
environment for all.  Furthermore, the number of teens feeling disengaged 
from school is too high. How can we reach them to instill a sense of hope 
and purpose in their lives?   
 



 

 

What Our Teens Are Telling Us 
 

 

Sense of Self in Their World 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Competencies and teaching pro-social 
behaviors are a focus in District 86. The CSCI survey measured these goals in 
their Social and Civic Learning dimension.  Students, parents, and staff 
responded to questions that probed the extent to which social and civic 
knowledge and skills are actively incorporated into school learning and how 
ethical dispositions are recognized and valued by school personnel.  
 
The descriptor of this dimension includes the SEL skills of self-awareness, self-
management, social awareness, interpersonal skills, and decision-making and 
goal setting in academic, civic and social contexts.  
 

• 45% said that in their school they learned ways to resolve conflicts so 
that everyone can be satisfied with the outcome. 
 

• 52% said that their schools have them discuss issues that help them 
think about how to be a good person and about what is right and 
wrong.  

 
While school personnel strive to intentionally teach these SEL skills, students 
did not report that the skills of conflict resolution, empathy, reflecting on their 
learning, and examining ethical implications for their decisions are being taught 
as directly or with as much impact as school personnel think they are, which 
the chart below demonstrates:  
 
TEACHING AND LEARNING: SOCIAL AND CIVIC LEARNING  
RATING PATTERNS 

PARTICIPANT NEGATIVE NEUTRAL POSITIVE 

Students 10% 48% 42% 

Parents 1% 54% 45% 

Personnel 1% 19% 80% 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Conclusions/Questions:  The adults in the school setting believe that their 
intentional efforts at teaching life skills and social responsibility are being 
noticed and internalized by teens; however, the students and parents 
report less of an impact than school personnel. Should we give up trying? 
Of course, not! District 86 will redouble its efforts to help all students learn 
and practice the skills that will support their future academic, interpersonal, 
and professional success and fulfillment. What will you do? 
 



 

When Students Need Help 
 
School social workers are the cornerstone of the intervention process.  They 
welcome referrals from teachers, school personnel as well as parents and 
students.  The referrals help them identify students who are struggling socially, 
emotionally, and/or academically.  In a confidential environment, school social 
workers offer numerous services including: 
  

✓ Individual counseling 
 

✓ Group counseling based on student needs, such as girls’ issues, 
divorce and separation 
 

✓ Crisis intervention 
 

✓ Assessment 
 

✓ Parent/guardian support  
 

✓ Referrals to public agencies in the community, which provide 
financial, legal, and healthcare assistance 

 

Through the above services, Social Workers address 
and deal with: 
 

• Depression • Behavior changes 

• Substance Abuse • Parent Conflict 

• Stress • Alienation, loneliness  

• Attendance problems • Drop in grades 

• Teacher/student conflict • Trauma  

• Grief and loss • Crisis situations 

• Behavior management, anger 
issues 

• Executive functioning  

• Bullying, cyber-bullying • Students new to the country 

 
 
If you have concerns about your child’s well-being, please go to your school’s 
website to locate the phone number for your child’s Counseling and Social 
Work Department. Then place a call to those caring school professionals, who 
are trained to offer you and your student support. 



 

           
             
 

 
 

About Us 
The District 181 Foundation is an independent non-profit organization 
dedicated to inspiring community involvement and support for education 
through partnerships, programs and events that enhance District 181's 
achievement of its vision for our community's schools.  
 

Investing in Our Schools 
Funding from the Foundation helps to: 
 
Encourage creativity and innovation in the classroom by providing individual 
teachers with resources to put their ideas for improving student learning into 
action. 
 
Bring experts to our community to educate and inform on topics and 
challenges in learning and parenting.   
 
Empower students to make their school, community, environment or the 
world a better place.   
 
Support district-wide initiatives to enhance the curriculum for all the schools. 
 

Join Us 
The District 181 Foundation is composed of community members who enjoy 
working on projects and issues that foster new ways of learning and improve 
the educational experience for the children in our community.  We are actively 
engaged with the educators in our District to help fund new and creative 
learning opportunities.  If you would like to learn more about volunteering and 
getting involved with the Foundation, please contact us by emailing 
mcooper@d181foundation.org. 
 

Donate Today 
Since 1997, the District 181 Foundation has invested nearly $1,000.000 in our 
schools. This is only possible because of the generosity of community members 
like you.  Donate online by visiting our website www.d181foundation.org. 
 

mailto:mcooper@d181foundation.org


  



 
 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 



   



  



 

 



 



 



  



 

Sex & Drugs 
Have you had the conversation 
with your child? 

Would you like some practical 
advice on how to do it? 
The Robert Crown Center for Health Education and The District 181 

Foundation are partnering to bring these two programs to parents this 

spring. 

 

Raising Healthy Teens in a Digital Age: Drug Abuse 
Prevention 
 
Monday March 12, 2018, 7pm at CHMS MRC 
Tuesday March 13, 9:30am at The Community House 

 

Raising Healthy Teens in a Digital Age:  Sex Ed 
 
Monday April 9, 2018, 7pm at CHMS MRC  
Tuesday April 10, 9:30am at The Community House 

 

Learn about the trends and stresses in the lives of today's teens, gain 

understanding of youth development and decision making and come away with 

tools and strategies to support conversations about these two important topics. 

To facilitate conversation, each program is limited to 50 people. 

Registration is required. 

Reserve your seat at www.d181foundation.org 



 

 

 

 
 

Strategic Planning in District 86 is underway. 
 
 
 

Strong schools are an essential element of strong 
communities, and a commitment to constant  improvement is 

an essential element of strong schools.  
 

District 86 is proud of its tradit ion of   excellence and to fulf il l 
our commitment to constant improvement, we are crafting a 
long-term strategic plan that will create added value for our 

students and community and provide benchmarks to measure 
our success. 

 
 

Follow the process at:  
 

d86.hinsdale86.org/StrategicPlanning 
 



 

 
 

 

! 
 

The District 181 Foundation partners with individuals and businesses  
 in our community to encourage and support creativity, innovation and 

excellence in education  for all District 181 students. 
 

All of the real estate agents you see throughout this program book are 
District 181 Foundation Professional Partners. They show their commitment to 

our schools and our community with their donations each year. 
 

D181 Foundation Professional Partners 2018-19 
 

Tracy Anderson 
Kris Berger 
Beth Burtt 

Linda Feinstein 
Anna Fiascone & Tina Porterfield 

Tracey Head 
Kim Lotka 

Geri McCafferty 

Dawn McKenna 
Chris Pequet 

David & Kathy Ricordati 
Diane Salach 

Ginny Stewart 
Colleen Verbiscer 

Colleen Wilcox 
 

 
Learn more about our business partnerships at www.d181foundation.org 

 

http://www.d181foundation.org/


   



 
 



 

 
  



 



 



  



 

  



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Grants for Students 

 
If you’re a District 181 student and have an idea for 

making your school, community, state, country or the 
world a better place, the District 181 Foundation would 

like to help. 
 

KIDS Grants provide up to $150 to help get your idea started. 

 
Apply Anytime! 

 
Just go to www.d181foundation.org to download an application and 

guidelines. Funds are awarded within two weeks of receiving the 
application. 

 
Make a Difference Now! 

 
 Any questions?  Please contact us at KIDSGrant@d181foundation.org  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KIDS Grants Sponsor 

http://www.d181foundation.org/
mailto:KIDSGrant@d181foundation.org
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